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CONTEMPORANEITY IN THE CITY 

It would be valuable to discuss the notion of contemporaneity as it applies to the city. I 

have stressed the importance of our concepts of time, becoming, and the goal of life in 

this regard, describing the concept of time as a scale by which city development should 

be measured, and showing how the discontinuous, hierarchical, growth of human 

settlements is analogous to nature's pattern of evolution. From this it follows that at any 

stage of a city's growth we should be able to see if any one element is lagging behind 

the others in development, as far as we can judge with our total knowledge to date. 

If we find such an element, there are two possibilities. Either the lag is due to a hu

man failing, such as ignorance or deliberate malice, in which case we must condemn 

the element concerned as anachronistic; or, although our judgment shows the element 

to be anachronistic, if there are other factors, either economic or technological that 

absolutely forbid its being brought into line with the rest, we have to accept the lag as 

inevitable. This leads us to the conclusion that there are two kinds of anachronism. One 

is the visible and flagrant anachronism about which there is no doubt and no argument. 

The other seems to be anachronistic, but proves to be contemporary from the view

point of time. As an example, take Mexico City, which, in spite of its millions of inhabit

ants, has been described by Professor Mayorga as an agglomeration of communities. 

We can see that this city is hopelessly anachronistic - as indeed is almost any existing 

city. The same is true of Cairo, for example, which is a group of juxtaposed administra

tive districts without a centre giving that conceptual unity which might make the whole 

something more than the sum of its parts. In fact, all the juxtaposition adds are in

creased congestion, discomfort in dwelling, circulation and function, premature obso

lescence of buildings and unstable land values caused by the faulty configuration and 

lack of provision in the design for a growing unity of concept. 

Yet these cities, like most existing ones, have grown over a long period, and carry the 

weight of their past with them. The past is past and we cannot change it; therefore it is 

not anachronistic in this sense of the word. But once we come to improve the city, we 

accept responsibility for the future; if we try to renew the city plot by plot, we shall not 

have enough freedom to make it contemporary, whereas if we take it sector by sector, 

we immediately have the opportunity - and responsibility - of making the sector con

temporary. If we fall short, then our work will be anachronistic in both ways, and justly 

condemned. However, even if we succeed in satisfying the conditions of contempora

neity within the sector, we shall still be left with the whole city, with all of its problems. 



Thus it will take a considerable time from the moment when a comprehensive and 

dynamic town-plan is adopted to make the city wholly contemporary. 

Let us consider in more detail what is meant by contemporaneity and anachronism in 

architecture. I choose architecture because this is the flesh, as it were, of the city. The 

plan, the lay-out becomes visible only through the actual buildings, and it is in those 

buildings that the effects of contemporaneity or anachronism will first be apparent. 

They must be truly relevant to their time and situation, or the city will not be viable in 

the future. 

First I must point out that there are various ways of using the word "contemporary". 

The dictionary defines it as an adjective meaning "existing, living, occurring at the same 

time as...". By this definition the word implies a comparison between at least two 

things, and carries no hint of approval or disapproval, no value-judgment. A correct use 

of it in this way would be "Napoleon was contemporary with Wellington". But as used 

by many architects the word does carry a value-judgment. It means something like 

"relevant to its time", and hence, of course, to be approved of, while conversely 

"anachronistic" would mean "irrelevant to its time", and is a term of disapproval. 

These are good definitions, but raise the twin questions of what we mean by rel

evance and what we mean by time. Time I have defined. May I emphasize again that 

settlements each have their own time-scale, and that they develop by stages. In just the 

same way human knowledge advances in time by successive stages of maturity, and no 

stage can be omitted nor attained before it is due. (A particularly good example of this 

timing of revelation is the succession of prophets, from Adam to Christ to Mohammed, 

each one with a particular mission, each marking an epoch and a stage in the spiritual 

and cultural development of the race.) Now, if we are to reconcile time with the archi

tects' definition of contemporaneity, we must say that to be "relevant to its time" - to be 

"contemporary" - a work of architecture must fulfil these conditions: it must be part of 

the bustle and turmoil, the ebb and flow of everyday life; it must be related harmoni

ously to the rhythm of the universe; and it must be consonant with man's current stage 

of knowledge of change. This, it will be seen, is a wide and comprehensive definition 

of contemporaneity. I feel it is necessary, though, because of certain prevalent miscon

ceptions about what is "contemporary". 

In Western Europe, a few decades ago, a periodic and inevitable change occurred in 

architecture. The architect found that the Classicism of the past had degenerated into 

Rococo and Art Nouveau, with all that that meant in terms of superficiality and mean

ingless overdecoration. The architectural imagination seemed stuck in empty formalism. 

The first reaction among more progressive architects was to go to the opposite ex



treme of great simplicity. It so happened that at this time new discoveries and tech

niques in engineering, and particularly the introduction of reinforced concrete and 

steel, provided the architect with the means to break away from earlier forms, which 

was seized in the name of functionalism. 

But as architectural movements do not develop overnight, the functionalist soon 

found that this direction impoverished the imagination and therefore tried to create new 

rules and find new means of expression. Unfortunately, consciously or unconsciously, 

perhaps due to limited perception, architects restricted themselves to the use of new 

engineering techniques which, although they offered new opportunities, did not pro

vide easy answers to the problems of aesthetics on which they had been concentrating. 

So some architects went to the work of modern painters and sculptors (which had 

preceded modern architecture in breaking with the past and creating new forms) and 

tried to apply the same visual ideas, especially those of the Cubists, to architecture. But 

all they managed to do was to create new clichés; we can enumerate many features that 

have become the modern equivalents of the column and cornice. Certainly a few archi

tects did succeed, in certain places, in creating truly contemporary designs, but the 

majority failed to meet the challenge. A careful survey of what is being done at present 

in almost all the countries of the world would give a depressingly low statistical average 

of contemporaneity, for the greater part of the work is anachronistic or irrelevant to 

architecture. 

With few exceptions, architects forgot, in their anxiety to find a new visual idiom, that 

architecture differs from the other plastic arts and from simple engineering, both in its 

canons as an art in its own right, and in it social implications and relationship to hu

mans. 

Thus architects who adopted this attitude, in reaction against the admittedly false 

architecture of the Rococo and Art Nouveau, found themselves still stuck in sterile 

formalism, even though they had changed the form. 

Some groups of architects and institutions have tried to remedy this by differentiating 

"modern" from "contemporary", but this change of name has brought about no change 

of practice, and functionalism still fails to satisfy function in its widest meaning. "Con

temporary" architecture in this sense has used the freedom given by new engineering 

principles to vary the relative sizes of elements in search of visual interest. There is no 

essential difference between this aesthetic and the classic aesthetic which tried to satisfy 

the eye by arranging supporting and supported elements. The discoveries of engineers 

have merely enabled the architect to produce unexpected and strange-looking arrange

ments that violate our long-acquired sense of proportion, which is based upon our 



physical strength and instinctive sense of the action of physical forces. 

In attacking what passes for contemporaneity in architecture today, I am most em

phatically not asking architecture to regress. I respect the work of the masters of the 

past, but I do not want to arrest architecture in some past century. Indeed, change is a 

necessary condition of life. It is not innovation that I am against; innovation is neutral, 

and the architect makes it good or bad. Above all, as I hope I have made clear, I am not 

condemning contemporaneity, lout defending it against the bad name it has acquired. I 

want to purify the concept of contemporaneity from the incidental and the temporal, to 

free it from association with particular clichés, and to give the word its noblest signifi

cance. For all great architecture is contemporary - of its time, relevant to its situation in 

space, time and human society - but also eternal. Without being eternal - that is in 

harmony with the cosmos and the evolution of life - no architecture can be called con

temporary. In this sense there is an absolute contradiction between "contemporary" and 

"ephemeral", which we ought to remember. 

The ancient temple builders knew the meaning of contemporaneity. They gave their 

temples the proportions of the cosmos, and they planned to allow for changes in the 

order of the heavenly bodies. Even the stages in the growth of the temples were 

planned so that its proportions would be consonant with those of a growing urban 

microcosm, as at Luxor. This is exactly the principle we should employ, allowing build

ings to follow more than one theme. 

I find it very sad that some of the most respected and widely-known architects today 

choose the ephemeral rather than the contemporary. Like students at architectural 

schools, they compete with one another in meaningless novelty, for whatever is strik

ing, whatever will earn the applause of the ignorant. They wilfully discard the accumu

lated experience of centuries, the plain, simple and proven truths not only of aesthetics 

but of technology as applied to domestic comfort too. They take certain architectural 

elements whose size and shape have been constant for generations, refined by centu

ries of trial and error, and which are perfectly adapted to their function, and then, in 

search of a reputation for originality, distort and misplace them in ways that outrage 

both common sense and architectural efficiency. For example, they take the simple and 

useful Venetian blind, enlarge it to enormous proportions, make it in concrete that will 

not fold away and call it a brise-soleil, now mandatory on all "contemporary" buildings. 

Or they take the Arab mushrabeya, which because of the size of its openings and the 

rounding of its woodwork, softens the light very beautifully, and they inflate this, pet

rify it, put it outside a plate-glass window, and there you have a claustra, which neither 

permits a view nor softens the light. On the contrary, its hard contrasts of black shadow 



and brilliant light, produced by the large size of the solid elements and the interstices, 

dazzle you even more than a plain window would. Not content with the ordinary 

claustra, they enlarge the pattern still further, make it into a wall covering on one side 

of a London square, and call the result a "contemporary" embassy. Embassies, in fact, 

seem to excite architects into the most frenetic scramble for novelty as we see here in 

Athens where there is one which is upside-down - that is, the rooms in it are hung 

from the roof, though the roof itself is, disappointingly, supported on foundations in 

the earth. This is a shamefaced surrender to conventionality, attributable to a simple 

lack of technological imagination, for the architect could easily have suspended the 

whole embassy from a balloon and tethered it to the ground. It would thus be held 

clown, by members in tension, dispensing altogether with old-fashioned compression 

members that merely hold a building up. 

Let me firmly define the interpretations of contemporaneity that seem to me to have 

real meaning. Contemporaneity in planning means consonance with the current stage 

of change in knowledge and science. Consonance, that is, with humanity's total knowl

edge of science, which includes our knowledge of the current psychological state of the 

mass of humanity, and our knowledge of the disciplines relevant to planning - both 

those the planner should be familiar with and those familiar to the political authority 

responsible for the plan. Thus contemporaneity is intimately linked with the notion of 

change. Obviously to be contemporary now means to be wholly relevant to the present. 

But the "present" is an instant, always changing, and always with us. In the ever-chang

ing social configuration, contemporaneity occurs when the actual configuration coin

cides with the optimum configuration for the time being. There is, for a given city at 

any given instant, a cluster of optimum configurations for the various aspects of that 

city, which together constitute an ideal. A contemporary city is the one in which the 

reality coincides with the ideal. 

I hope I have shown that the meaning of "contemporaneity" that I favour is far subtler 

and more satisfying than this hastily made combination of visual and engineering as

pects, which ignores all the other disciplines that have a bearing on architecture and 

human settlements: biology, physiology, physics, psychology, economics, sociology, 

social anthropology, aerodynamics, mechanics and so on. Architecture deals with hu

man beings and buildings, not just buildings. Therefore contemporaneity should apply 

to both in their inseparable relationship, which necessarily involves all the above stud

ies. If a work of architecture falls short in any one of these respects, and fails to make 

the best use of the discipline in question, it will be anachronistic - not exploiting to the 

maximum our present knowledge. For example, if the architect does not take into 



account the problems of solar radiation or ventilation in house or city planning, or fails 

to allow for the psychological effect of the quality and absolute size of space or archi

tectural elements, or of the texture of materials and quality of light, then he is wilfully 

ignoring available knowledge, failing to be contemporary. 

There are many cities and parts of cities, old and new, being planned today, all over 

the world. Yet there is a serious lack of understanding among the planners of the 

knowledge needed to make these cities contemporary. (Indeed, in very many cases, 

especially in Africa, there is a serious lack of planners, but this is another matter.) In 

our setting out of the problems confronting what cities should be like in the future, the 

state of dissemination of knowledge deserves a section to itself. In planning a new city, 

or in forecasting, the knowledge or lack of knowledge among planners is a most impor

tant factor, and must be taken into account. Their responsibility starts from the moment 

when they are informed. 

What sort of information do we consider planners must have to be effective? They 

need to understand the problem of human settlements in its totality, and to realize the 

wide range of sciences that must be consulted in making any sort of planning decision. 

Almost all planning faults are faults of partiality, of not being comprehensive enough or 

not being thorough enough. 

Architecture concerns human beings and buildings; planning concerns human beings, 

society and buildings. 

An existing town changes the greater part of its buildings every fifty years, more or 

less. Some, such as Mexico City, change them even more quickly. But although the 

totality of buildings has been renovated, the share of the city does not change. It is 

rather like the human body, which is said to change every single cell within seven 

years, but which does not change its shape, in spite of this. Thus, streets and plots 

remain the same. Even after the opportunity created by the Great Fire of 1666, London 

was rebuilt on its old inconvenient plan, simply because the plots remained the same; 

so that today the City of London follows a 400 year-old street plan. Thus, even though 

the individual buildings of a city may lie 100% contemporary, this contemporaneity 

stops short at the private plot, and cannot be carried up through the hierarchy of sec

tors. Even when a city spreads and builds on new land, its contemporaneity will be 

limited by the size of possible sectors and the possibility of integrating those sectors 

into a dynamic and organic growth. 

The wholly contemporary design is in no way anachronistic. Anachronism can be 

precisely measured. It is well-known that any building in which thermal capacity is 

unnecessarily large, and in which the consequent load on the heating system is unduly 



high, is considered old-fashioned by American insurance companies, who will not 

insure such a house because it is uneconomical to run and hence difficult to sell. In 

such a case the degree of anachronism of this building, from the point of view of physi

cal science, may be expressed in the number of BTUs or kilocalories in excess of the 

economic ratio (building/heat) needed to bring the building up to the required tem

perature. The architect has failed to apply existing knowledge, and should brush up on 

physics. 

On the other hand, a glass-walled house in, say, Lagos (or Paris, for that matter), that 

needs more power to cool it than the economic ratio (building/heat) would suggest, is 

anachronistic in this respect by the amount of excess power, or by the BTUs to be 

expelled. Again, the architect who builds a sort of solar furnace and then brings in a 

vast refrigerating plant to make it habitable is over-simplifying the problem and is 

working below the level of architecture. 

In a similar way, if the various blocks in a sector are implanted in such a way that air 

movement through and around these blocks is unnecessarily impeded - if the architect 

has not consulted the findings of aerodynamics - then the lay-out is anachronistic and 

the anachronism, with respect to physiology, can be stated as the difference between 

the optimum thermal comfort and the attained thermal comfort, while with respect to 

aerodynamics it can be stated as the difference between the optimum air movement 

and the attained air movement. Similar measures of anachronism may be obtained with 

respect to economics, technology and various other relevant sciences. 

All this is not to say that designs can be created by science, but simply that design 

requires that a certain minimum of scientific knowledge be applied. Within the fields to 

which science is applicable, the degree of application can be measured, and thus pro

vides a check on the contemporaneity of the design. 

The above article, which was prepared for the Athens Center of Ekistics, is part of the 

"City of the Future" project carried oat there in 1961, to which Hassan Fathy contrib

uted an extensive analysis. 


